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BANGKOK, Thailand--(BUSINESS WIRE)--Jan. 23, 2024-- Fabrinet (NYSE: FN), a leading provider of advanced optical packaging and precision
optical, electro-mechanical and electronic manufacturing services to original equipment manufacturers of complex products, today published its
Sustainability Report for fiscal year 2023. The report highlights Fabrinet’s continued commitment to operating in an ethical, environmentally
responsible, and socially supportive manner.

Seamus Grady, Chief Executive Officer of Fabrinet, said “Fabrinet’s commitment to community, sustainability and accountability is integral to our ability
to drive value for our customers, employees and shareholders. Over the past year, we advanced our sustainability initiatives across multiple fronts,
and are proud to share our progress with our stakeholders and the broader community.”

The report covers Fabrinet’s progress toward sustainability initiatives in fiscal year 2023, including:

Improving quality of life for our local communities
Expanding our talent pipeline through internship opportunities
Upholding our dedication to labor and human rights
Identifying sustainability opportunities through lean manufacturing
Reducing our carbon footprint
Advancing our approach to ESG oversight

The full report can be accessed on Fabrinet’s website at www.fabrinet.com/about/esg-initiatives.

About Fabrinet

Fabrinet is a leading provider of advanced optical packaging and precision optical, electro-mechanical, and electronic manufacturing services to
original equipment manufacturers of complex products, such as optical communication components, modules and subsystems, automotive
components, medical devices, industrial lasers and sensors. Fabrinet offers a broad range of advanced optical and electro-mechanical capabilities
across the entire manufacturing process, including process design and engineering, supply chain management, manufacturing, advanced packaging,
integration, final assembly and testing. Fabrinet focuses on production of high complexity products in any mix and any volume. Fabrinet maintains
engineering and manufacturing resources and facilities in Thailand, the United States of America, the People’s Republic of China, and Israel. For more
information visit: www.fabrinet.com.
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